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SHOW PREVIEW

THE RNIB 
COMMUNITY GARDEN

ANTON CHEKHOV’S GARDEN

THE LIMBCARE 
WELLBEING GARDEN

BRILLIANCE IN BLOOM

BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

SECURED BY DESIGN

THE SOUTH WEST WATER 
GREEN GARDEN

Design Steve Dimmock 
and Paula Holland
Contractor Mark S Nelson Landscapes
Sponsor Royal National Institute for the Blind 
(RNIB), Magus Private Wealth

Design Anna Benn and Hannah Gardner
Contractor Burnham Landscaping
Sponsor The Anton Chekhov Foundation in 
association with the College of Medicine and 
Integrated Health

Design Edward Paul Mairis
Contractor The Garden Concierge
Sponsor Limbcare

Design Charlie Bloom
Contractor Urban Growth 
and Action Now
Sponsor Stark & Greensmith, 
Simon Probyn Sculpture, Nickie 
Bonn & Art4Space, Friends of Dorking, Mears Group, Rolawn and Dyofi x

Design Rosemary Coldstream
Contractor The Outdoor Room
Sponsors BALI and RHS

Design Lucy Glover and 
Jacqueline Poll
Contractor Highgrove Landscaping 
Sponsors Metropolitan Police Service, Secured by 
Design, Smartwater, Ring and Capel Manor College

Design Tom Simpson
Contractor Rosebank Landscaping
Sponsor South West Water

The theme here is community with different routes leading to a central 
area where visitors can congregate and relax together. This is an 
informal, flowing garden, designed to create a safe, accessible and 
tranquil space, consisting of shade plants along with sun loving, fragrant, 
pollinating and sensory textured planting, sculpture and water features.

Anton Chekov’s Garden takes inspiration from the life of Russian writer 
Anton Chekov and the garden where he wrote ‘The Seagull’. The garden 
is seen as Chekov would have seen it from his wooden veranda, 
surrounded by apple trees in a tall meadow. 

The positive message of hope and support represents how Limbcare 
helps amputees. The entrance is over a brook, crossing calming water 
via a sturdy bridge. In the centre is a meeting place with informal seating, 
highlighted by a dramatic sculpted pair of uplifted hands. A quiet area 
promotes healing with an array of ascending fountains. The planting is 
calming and positive with a familiar English woodland style.  

Brilliance in Bloom was created as a platform for craftspeople in small 
organisations, to showcase their skills and dedication. It hopes to inspire 
visitors to experiment on their own – be it with metalwork, water play or 
enjoyment of the architecture of mosaics amongst the flowers. 

Inspired by couples who share a love of gardening but have very different 
tastes, the Best of Both Worlds garden is designed to suit both – one 
side is a traditional space with loose planting while the other is more 
defined, using contemporary geometry. The garden highlights and 
promotes careers in landscaping and horticulture, showcasing how 
newcomers can get involved in creating rewarding and inspiring gardens. 

Capel Manor College design students were asked to provide a beautiful, 
enjoyable, sustainable and safe garden, which has well protected 
boundaries. The garden has a calming atmosphere with tones of grey in 
the hard landscaping, a reflection pool and soft relaxed planting.

Many of the attributes of a sustainable rain garden are showcased here, 
treating water as a precious resource and helping to reduce run-off from 
hard surfaces which can overload drains and cause flooding. The design 
features a large raised bowl of water surrounded by curved hedging, a mini 
rain garden or swale, and a swirl of flood-tolerant plants, underpinned by 
sweeping drifts of free-draining gravel to create a permeable surface.

SOUTHEND YOUNG 
OFFENDERS ‘A PLACE TO THINK’

Design James Callicott and Tony Wagsta� 
Contractor Southend Young O� enders
Sponsors Southend Council, Everedge, 
Instant hedges, Rolawn, Oase, 369 
marketing, Stephanie Cushing and Deepdale Trees

This garden is designed to offer young people a space to talk and reflect. 
Oak planks are used to create the path and pick up on the stem colour 
of the Betula nigra. Dark steel water troughs break up the planting while 
a white sculpture draws the eye to the seating area behind.
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